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Summary  
This guidance explains the actions school leaders should take to manage coronavirus 
(COVID-19) in their school. This includes public health advice, endorsed by the United 
Kingdom Health Security Agency (UKHSA). 

It is for leaders and staff in: 

• primary schools 
• secondary schools (including sixth forms) 
• special schools, special post-16 providers and alternative provision 
• 16 to 19 academies 
• infant, junior, middle, upper schools 
• boarding schools 

We expect independent schools to follow the control measures set out in this guidance in 
the same way as state-funded schools, and health and safety legislation applies equally 
to independent schools. 

Where this guidance refers to schools, that does not include maintained nursery schools 
or pre-reception classes. 

Separate guidance is available for: 

• early years and childcare settings 
• further education colleges and providers 

Additional operational guidance is also available for special schools, special post-16 
providers and alternative provision. 

Schools and trusts should work closely with parents and carers (future references to 
parents should be read as including carers), staff and unions when agreeing the best 
approaches for their circumstances. 

We use the terms ‘must’ and ‘should’ throughout the guidance. We use the term ‘must’ 
when the person in question is legally required to do something and ‘should’ when the 
advice set out should be followed unless there is a good reason not to. 

Overview 
On 21 February the Prime Minister set out the next phase of the Government’s COVID-
19 response.  COVID-19 continues to be a virus that we learn to live with and the 
imperative to reduce the disruption to children and young people’s education remains. 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1056214/EY_guidance_FINAL.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1056214/EY_guidance_FINAL.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1056502/Further_education__FE__COVID-19_operational_guidance_Feb_2022.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1056502/Further_education__FE__COVID-19_operational_guidance_Feb_2022.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1056217/SEND_and_specialist_settings_-_additional_COVID-19_operational_guidance.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1056217/SEND_and_specialist_settings_-_additional_COVID-19_operational_guidance.pdf
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Our priority is to support you to deliver face-to-face, high-quality education to all pupils. 
The evidence is clear that being out of education causes significant harm to educational 
attainment, life chances and mental and physical health. 

We have worked closely with the Department of Health and Social Care (DHSC) and the 
United Kingdom Health Security Agency (UKHSA) to revise this guidance. 

Changes to the previous version 
Changes to the guidance since its 21 February 2022 publication include: 

• Update to Tracing close contacts and isolation section to reflect new public health 
guidance from 24 February

• Update to When an individual develops COVID-19 symptoms or has a positive test
section to reflect new public health guidance from 24 February

Risk assessment
You must comply with health and safety law and put in place proportionate control 
measures. 

You must regularly review and update your risk assessments - treating them as ‘living 
documents’- as the circumstances in your school and the public health advice changes.
This includes having active arrangements in place to monitor whether the controls are 
effective and working as planned. 

For more information on what is required of school leaders in relation to health and safety 
risk assessments and managing risk, see the health and safety advice for schools.

Tracing close contacts and isolation 
Public health advice for People with COVID-19 and their contacts changed from 24 
February. Contacts are no longer required to self-isolate or advised to take daily tests,
and contact tracing has ended.

Face coverings 
Face coverings are no longer advised for pupils, staff and visitors in classrooms or 
communal areas. 

Staff and pupils should follow wider advice on face coverings outside of school, including 
on transport to and from school. 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/health-and-safety-advice-for-schools/responsibilities-and-duties-for-schools
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/covid-19-people-with-covid-19-and-their-contacts
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/face-coverings-when-to-wear-one-and-how-to-make-your-own/face-coverings-when-to-wear-one-and-how-to-make-your-own
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In circumstances where face coverings are recommended 
A director of public health might advise you that face coverings should temporarily be 
worn in communal areas or classrooms (by pupils, staff and visitors, unless exempt). You 
should make sure your contingency plans cover this possibility. (See the stepping 
measures up and down section).  

In these circumstances, transparent face coverings, which may assist communication 
with someone who relies on lip reading, clear sound or facial expression to communicate,
can also be worn. Transparent face coverings may be effective in reducing the spread of
COVID-19. However, the evidence to support this is currently very limited. Face 
coverings (whether transparent or cloth) should fit securely around the face to cover the 
nose and mouth and be made with a breathable material capable of filtering airborne 
particles.

The main benefit from a transparent face covering is that they can aid communication, for
example enabling lip-reading or allowing for the full visibility of facial expressions, but this
should be considered alongside the comfort and breathability of a face covering that
contains plastic, which may mean that the face covering is less breathable than layers of 
cloth.

Face visors or shields can be worn by those exempt from wearing a face covering but
they are not an equivalent alternative in terms of source control of virus transmission.
They may protect the wearer against droplet spread in specific circumstances but are 
unlikely to be effective in preventing the escape of smaller respiratory particles when 
used without an additional face covering. They should only be used after carrying out a 
risk assessment for the specific situation and should always be cleaned appropriately.

The use of face coverings may have a particular impact on those who rely on visual
signals for communication. Those who communicate with or provide support to those 
who do, are exempt from any recommendation to wear face coverings in education and 
childcare settings.

Schools, as employers, have a duty to comply with the Equality Act 2010 which includes
making reasonable adjustments for disabled staff. They also have a duty to make 
reasonable adjustments for disabled pupils, to support them to access education 
successfully.

No pupil should be denied education on the grounds that they are, or are not, wearing a 
face covering.  

Stepping measures up and down 
You should have contingency plans outlining how you would operate if you need to take 
extra measures in exceptional circumstances. Given the detrimental impact that 
restrictions on education can have on children and young people, any measures in 
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schools should only ever be considered as a last resort, kept to the minimum number of 
schools or groups possible, and for the shortest amount of time possible. 

Information on what circumstances might lead you to consider taking additional action, 
and the steps you should work through, can be found in the contingency framework. 

Control measures 

You should: 

1. Ensure good hygiene for everyone. 

2. Maintain appropriate cleaning regimes. 

3. Keep occupied spaces well ventilated. 

4. Follow public health advice on testing, self-isolation and managing confirmed 
cases of COVID-19. 

1. Ensure good hygiene for everyone 

Hand hygiene 

Frequent and thorough hand cleaning should now be regular practice. You should 
continue to ensure that pupils clean their hands regularly. This can be done with soap 
and water or hand sanitiser. 

Respiratory hygiene 

The ‘catch it, bin it, kill it’ approach continues to be very important. 

The e-Bug COVID-19 website contains free resources for you, including materials to 
encourage good hand and respiratory hygiene. 

Use of personal protective equipment (PPE) 

Most staff in schools will not require PPE beyond what they would normally need for their 
work. The guidance on the use of PPE in education, childcare and children’s social care 
settings provides more information on the use of PPE for COVID-19. 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1053310/Contingency_framework.pdf
https://e-bug.eu/eng_home.aspx?cc=eng&ss=1&t=Information%20about%20the%20Coronavirus
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/safe-working-in-education-childcare-and-childrens-social-care/the-use-of-personal-protective-equipment-ppe-in-education-childcare-and-childrens-social-care-settings-including-for-aerosol-generating-procedure
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/safe-working-in-education-childcare-and-childrens-social-care/the-use-of-personal-protective-equipment-ppe-in-education-childcare-and-childrens-social-care-settings-including-for-aerosol-generating-procedure
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2. Maintain appropriate cleaning regimes, using standard 
products such as detergents 

You should put in place and maintain an appropriate cleaning schedule. This should 
include regular cleaning of areas and equipment (for example, twice per day), with a 
particular focus on frequently touched surfaces. 

UKHSA has published guidance on the cleaning of non-healthcare settings. 

3. Keep occupied spaces well ventilated 
When your school is in operation, it is important to ensure it is well ventilated and that a 
comfortable teaching environment is maintained. 

You should identify any poorly ventilated spaces as part of your risk assessment and 
take steps to improve fresh air flow in these areas. 

Mechanical ventilation is a system that uses a fan to draw fresh air or extract air from a 
room. These should be adjusted to increase the ventilation rate wherever possible and 
checked to confirm that normal operation meets current guidance and that only fresh 
outside air is circulated. 

If possible, systems should be adjusted to full fresh air or, if this is not possible, then 
systems should be operated as normal as long as they are within a single room and 
supplemented by an outdoor air supply. 

Where mechanical ventilation systems exist, you should ensure that they are maintained 
in accordance with the manufacturers’ recommendations. 

Opening external windows can improve natural ventilation, and in addition, opening 
internal doors can also assist with creating a throughput of air. If necessary, external 
opening doors may also be used (if they are not fire doors and where safe to do so). 

You should balance the need for increased ventilation while maintaining a comfortable 
temperature. 

The Health and Safety Executive guidance on air conditioning and ventilation during the 
COVID-19 pandemic and CIBSE COVID-19 advice provides more information. 

CO2 monitors have been provided to state-funded education settings, so staff can quickly 
identify where ventilation needs to be improved.  

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/covid-19-decontamination-in-non-healthcare-settings/covid-19-decontamination-in-non-healthcare-settings
https://www.hse.gov.uk/coronavirus/equipment-and-machinery/air-conditioning-and-ventilation/index.htm
https://www.hse.gov.uk/coronavirus/equipment-and-machinery/air-conditioning-and-ventilation/index.htm
https://www.cibse.org/coronavirus-covid-19
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4. Follow public health advice on testing, self-isolation and 
managing confirmed cases of COVID-19 

When an individual develops COVID-19 symptoms or has a positive 
test 

Pupils, staff and other adults should follow guidance on People with COVID-19 and their 
contacts if they have COVID-19 symptoms. 

Pupils in boarding schools should usually self-isolate in their boarding school. Only in 
exceptional circumstances, where there is an overriding health or safeguarding issue, 
should a pupil self-isolate away from school.  

Pupils and staff should return to school as soon as they can, in line with guidance for 
People with COVID-19 and their contacts. 

Asymptomatic testing 

From 21 February, staff and pupils in mainstream secondary schools will not be expected 
to continue taking part in regular asymptomatic testing and should follow asymptomatic 
testing advice for the general population. Further information is available in the NHS get 
tested for COVID-19) guidance.  

In the event of an outbreak, a school may also be advised by their local health team or 
director of public health to undertake testing for staff and students of secondary age and 
above for a period of time.  

Staff and pupils in specialist SEND settings, Alternative Provision, and SEND units in 
mainstream schools are advised to continue regular twice weekly testing. For further 
information, see Special schools and other specialist settings: coronavirus (COVID-19). 

Those formerly considered to be clinically extremely vulnerable 

Following expert clinical advice and the successful rollout of the COVID-19 vaccine 
programme, people previously considered to be particularly vulnerable, clinically 
extremely vulnerable (CEV), and high or higher-risk are not being advised to shield 
again. Children and young people who were previously identified as being in one of these 
groups are advised to continue to follow Guidance for people previously considered 
clinically extremely vulnerable from COVID-19. Children and young people over the age 
of 12 with a weakened immune system should follow Guidance for people whose 
immune system means they are at higher risk from COVID-19.  

Children and young people previously considered CEV should attend school and should 
follow the same COVID-19 guidance as the rest of the population. In some 
circumstances, a child or young person may have received personal advice from their 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/covid-19-people-with-covid-19-and-their-contacts
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/covid-19-people-with-covid-19-and-their-contacts
https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/coronavirus-covid-19/symptoms/
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/covid-19-people-with-covid-19-and-their-contacts
https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/coronavirus-covid-19/testing/get-tested-for-coronavirus/
https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/coronavirus-covid-19/testing/get-tested-for-coronavirus/
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1056217/SEND_and_specialist_settings_-_additional_COVID-19_operational_guidance.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/guidance-on-shielding-and-protecting-extremely-vulnerable-persons-from-covid-19/guidance-on-shielding-and-protecting-extremely-vulnerable-persons-from-covid-19
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/guidance-on-shielding-and-protecting-extremely-vulnerable-persons-from-covid-19/guidance-on-shielding-and-protecting-extremely-vulnerable-persons-from-covid-19
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/covid-19-guidance-for-people-whose-immune-system-means-they-are-at-higher-risk/covid-19-guidance-for-people-whose-immune-system-means-they-are-at-higher-risk
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/covid-19-guidance-for-people-whose-immune-system-means-they-are-at-higher-risk/covid-19-guidance-for-people-whose-immune-system-means-they-are-at-higher-risk
https://www.gov.uk/coronavirus
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specialist or clinician on additional precautions to take and they should continue to follow 
that advice. 

Vaccination 

We recommend all school staff and eligible pupils take up the offer of a vaccine. 

You can find out more about the in-school vaccination programme in COVID-19 
vaccination programme for children and young people guidance for schools.  

Mandatory certification 

Mandatory certification is no longer in place and so venues and events are not required 
by law to use the NHS COVID Pass as a condition of entry, but some may do so 
voluntarily. Further information on this is available in the guidance on using your NHS 
COVID-19 Pass for travel abroad and at venues and settings in England.

You should not use the NHS COVID Pass as a condition of entry for education or related 
activities such as exams, teaching, extra-curricular activities or any other day-to-day
activities that are part of education or training.

Welcoming children back to school

In most cases, parents and carers will agree that a pupil with the key symptoms of 
COVID-19 should not attend the school, given the potential risk to others. 

If a parent or carer insists on a pupil attending your school where they have a confirmed 
or suspected case of COVID-19, you can take the decision to refuse the pupil if, in your
reasonable judgement, it is necessary to protect other pupils and staff from possible 
infection with COVID-19.

Attendance 
School attendance is mandatory for all pupils of compulsory school age and it is a priority 
to ensure that as many children as possible regularly attend school. 

Where a child is self-isolating (awaiting a test result) or in quarantine because of COVID-
19, they should be recorded as code X (not attending in circumstances related to 
coronavirus). Where they are unable to attend because they have a confirmed case of 
COVID-19 they should be recorded as code I (illness). 

For pupils abroad who are facing challenges to return, code X is unlikely to apply. In 
some specific cases, code Y (unable to attend due to exceptional circumstances) will 
apply. Further guidance about the use of codes is provided in the school attendance 
guidance. 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/covid-19-vaccination-resources-for-schools/covid-19-vaccination-programme-for-children-and-young-people-guidance-for-schools
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/covid-19-vaccination-resources-for-schools/covid-19-vaccination-programme-for-children-and-young-people-guidance-for-schools
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/nhs-covid-pass
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/nhs-covid-pass
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1039223/School_attendance_guidance_for_2021_to_2022_academic_year.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1039223/School_attendance_guidance_for_2021_to_2022_academic_year.pdf
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Vulnerable children 

Where pupils who are self-isolating are within our definition of vulnerable, it is very 
important that you put systems in place to keep in contact with them, particularly if they 
have a social worker. Some children may be vulnerable who are not officially in statutory 
systems and schools should seek to support any children who they believe may have 
challenging circumstances at home. 

When a vulnerable pupil is self-isolating, you should: 

• notify their social worker (if they have one) and, for looked-after children, the local 
authority virtual school head 

• agree with the social worker the best way to maintain contact and offer support 

You should have procedures in place to: 

• check if a vulnerable pupil is able to access remote education support 
• support them to access it (as far as possible) 
• regularly check if they are accessing remote education 
• keep in contact with them to check their wellbeing and refer onto other services if 

additional support is needed. 

Travel and quarantine 
All children and staff travelling to England must adhere to government travel advice in 
travel to England from another country during coronavirus (COVID-19). 

Parents travelling abroad should bear in mind the impact on their child’s education which 
may result from any requirement to quarantine or isolate upon return. 

Where pupils travel from abroad to attend a boarding school, you will need to explain the 
rules to pupils and their parents before they travel to the UK. 

Additional guidance has been issued on boarding school students quarantine and testing 
arrangements.  

Remote education 
Where appropriate, you should support those who are self-isolating because they have 
tested positive to work or learn from home if they are well enough to do so. Schools 
subject to the remote education temporary continuity direction are required to provide 
remote education to pupils covered by the direction where their attendance would be 
contrary to government guidance or legislation around COVID-19. 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-maintaining-educational-provision/guidance-for-schools-colleges-and-local-authorities-on-maintaining-educational-provision#vulnerable-children-and-young-people
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/boarding-school-students-quarantine-and-testing-arrangements/boarding-school-students-quarantine-and-testing-arrangements--2
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/boarding-school-students-quarantine-and-testing-arrangements/boarding-school-students-quarantine-and-testing-arrangements--2
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1013579/The_Coronavirus_Act_2020_Provision_of_Remote_Education__England__Temporary_Continuity__No.2__Directon.pdf
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You should maintain your capacity to deliver high-quality remote education across this 
academic year, including for pupils who are abroad, and facing challenges to return due 
to COVID-19 travel restrictions, for the period they are abroad. 

Independent Schools (not including academies) are only covered by the remote 
education temporary continuity direction in relation to state-funded pupils in their schools. 
However, they are still expected to meet the Independent School Standards in full at all 
times. 

The remote education provided should be equivalent in length to the core teaching pupils 
would receive in school. 

You should work collaboratively with families and put in place reasonable adjustments so 
that pupils with special educational needs and disabilities (SEND) can successfully 
access remote education. 

Full expectations for remote education, support and resources can be found on the get 
help with remote education service. 

Education recovery 
We have announced a number of programmes and activities to support pupils to make 
up education missed as a result of the pandemic. Further information is available 
on education recovery support. Specifically for schools, the document includes further 
information on: 

• recovery premium 
• tutoring (including the National Tutoring Programme and 16 to 19 tuition fund) 
• teacher training opportunities 
• curriculum resources 
• curriculum planning 
• specialist settings 
• wider continuous professional development resources, including to support 

teacher wellbeing and subject-specific teaching 
 

Pupil wellbeing and support 
Some pupils may be experiencing a variety of emotions in response to the COVID-19 
pandemic, such as anxiety, stress or low mood. You can access useful links and sources 
of support on promoting and supporting mental health and wellbeing in schools. 

School workforce 
School leaders are best placed to determine the workforce required to meet the needs of 
their pupils.  

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/800615/Independent_School_Standards-_Guidance_070519.pdf
https://get-help-with-remote-education.education.gov.uk/
https://get-help-with-remote-education.education.gov.uk/
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/993053/Education_recovery_support_June-2021.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/recovery-premium-funding/recovery-premium-funding
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/recovery-premium-funding/recovery-premium-funding
https://nationaltutoring.org.uk/
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/16-to-19-funding-16-to-19-tuition-fund
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1033448/Teaching_a_broad_and_balanced_curriculum_for_education_recovery.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1033448/Teaching_a_broad_and_balanced_curriculum_for_education_recovery.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/mental-health-and-wellbeing-support-in-schools-and-colleges
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Following expert clinical advice and the successful rollout of the COVID-19 vaccine 
programme, people previously considered to be particularly vulnerable, clinically 
extremely vulnerable (CEV), and high or higher-risk are not being advised to shield 
again. If staff were previously identified as being in one of these groups, they are advised 
to continue to follow Guidance for people previously considered clinically extremely 
vulnerable from COVID-19. Staff with a weakened immune system should follow 
Guidance for people whose immune system means they are at higher risk from COVID-
19. 

In some circumstances, staff may have received personal advice from their specialist or 
clinician on additional precautions to take and they should continue to follow that advice. 
Whilst individual risk assessments are not required, employers are expected to discuss 
any concerns that people previously considered CEV may have. 

Employers will need to follow this specific guidance for pregnant employees. COVID-19 
vaccination: a guide for women of childbearing age, pregnant or breastfeeding contains 
further advice on vaccination. Your workplace risk assessment should already consider 
any risks to female employees of childbearing age and, in particular, risks to new and 
expectant mothers. You should also consider the needs of pregnant pupils. 

Employers should be able to explain the measures they have in place to keep staff safe 
at work. The Health and Safety Executive (HSE) has published guidance on protecting 
vulnerable workers, including advice for employers and employees on how to talk about 
reducing risks in the workplace.  Employers should discuss concerns with staff.  

School meals 
You should continue to provide free school meal support to any pupils who are eligible for 
benefits-related free school meals and who are learning at home during term time. 

More information on providing school meals during the COVID-19 pandemic is available. 

Educational visits 
Educational visits should be subject to risk assessments as normal and reflect any public 
health advice or in-country advice of the international destination. General guidance on 
educational visits is available and is supported by specialist advice from the Outdoor 
Education Advisory Panel (OEAP). 

For international educational visits, you should refer to the Foreign, Commonwealth and 
Development Office travel advice and the guidance on international travel before booking 
and travelling to make sure that the school group meet any entry and in country 
requirements especially in relation to vaccinations. More information can be found here 
and in the guidance on health and safety on educational visits. 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/guidance-on-shielding-and-protecting-extremely-vulnerable-persons-from-covid-19/guidance-on-shielding-and-protecting-extremely-vulnerable-persons-from-covid-19
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/guidance-on-shielding-and-protecting-extremely-vulnerable-persons-from-covid-19/guidance-on-shielding-and-protecting-extremely-vulnerable-persons-from-covid-19
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/covid-19-guidance-for-people-whose-immune-system-means-they-are-at-higher-risk/covid-19-guidance-for-people-whose-immune-system-means-they-are-at-higher-risk
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/covid-19-guidance-for-people-whose-immune-system-means-they-are-at-higher-risk/covid-19-guidance-for-people-whose-immune-system-means-they-are-at-higher-risk
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-advice-for-pregnant-employees/coronavirus-covid-19-advice-for-pregnant-employees
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/covid-19-vaccination-women-of-childbearing-age-currently-pregnant-planning-a-pregnancy-or-breastfeeding
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/covid-19-vaccination-women-of-childbearing-age-currently-pregnant-planning-a-pregnancy-or-breastfeeding
https://www.hse.gov.uk/coronavirus/working-safely/protect-people.htm
https://www.hse.gov.uk/coronavirus/working-safely/protect-people.htm
https://www.hse.gov.uk/coronavirus/working-safely/talking-to-your-workers/index.htm
https://www.hse.gov.uk/coronavirus/working-safely/talking-to-your-workers/index.htm
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/covid-19-free-school-meals-guidance/covid-19-free-school-meals-guidance-for-schools
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/health-and-safety-on-educational-visits/health-and-safety-on-educational-visits
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/health-and-safety-on-educational-visits/health-and-safety-on-educational-visits
https://oeapng.info/
https://oeapng.info/
https://www.gov.uk/foreign-travel-advice
https://www.gov.uk/foreign-travel-advice
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1056212/Schools_COVID-19_operational_guidance_-_February_2022.pdf#page=15
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/health-and-safety-on-educational-visits/health-and-safety-on-educational-visits
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You are advised to ensure that all bookings have adequate financial protection in place. 
You should speak to either your visit provider, commercial insurance company, or the risk 
protection arrangement (RPA) to assess the protection available. Independent advice on 
insurance cover and options can be sought from the British Insurance Brokers’ 
Association (BIBA) or Association of British Insurers (ABI).  

Wraparound provision and extra-curricular activity 
More information on planning extra-curricular provision can be found in the guidance 
for providers who run community activities, holiday clubs, after-school clubs, tuition and 
other out-of-school provision for children. 

Inspection 
For state-funded schools, Ofsted has resumed its programme of routine inspections and 
will aim to inspect every state-funded school within the next 5 academic years. This will 
mean an extension of up to 6 terms in the inspection interval for those schools not 
inspected since the start of the pandemic. Within the 5-year period, Ofsted will continue 
to prioritise schools most in need of inspection, particularly those with the lowest Ofsted 
grades. It will also prioritise outstanding schools that were previously exempt from routine 
inspection that have gone the longest without a visit. 

For independent schools (other than academies), both Ofsted and the Independent 
Schools Inspectorate (ISI) have resumed their programme of routine inspections and 
they will complete the current cycle of standard inspections – which was delayed by the 
pandemic – in 2022. 

Accountability expectations 
We will not publish data based on exam and assessment results from summer 2021 in 
performance tables and you will not be held to account for this data. We will publish Key 
Stage 4 and 16 to 18 subject entries and destinations data at school and college level in 
performance tables in autumn 2021.  

For the academic year 2021 to 2022, results from qualifications achieved at Key Stage 4 
and post 16 will be published at school and college level on performance tables.  

We will not publish the results of Key Stage 2 primary assessments. We will still produce 
the normal suite of KS2 accountability measures and share these securely with schools, 
academy trusts, local authorities and Ofsted. 

For further information, see COVID-19: school and college accountability. 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1056220/COVID-19_-_Actions_for_out-of-school_settings.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1056220/COVID-19_-_Actions_for_out-of-school_settings.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-school-and-college-performance-measures/coronavirus-covid-19-school-and-college-accountability-202122
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This publication (not including logos) is licensed under the terms of the Open 
Government Licence v3.0 except where otherwise stated. Where we have identified any
third party copyright information you will need to obtain permission from the copyright
holders concerned.

To view this licence: 
visit  www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/doc/open-government-licence/version/3  
email  psi@nationalarchives.gsi.gov.uk 
write to Information Policy Team, The National Archives, Kew, London, TW9 4DU 

About this publication: 
enquiries   www.education.gov.uk/contactus  
download  www.gov.uk/government/publications 

Follow us on Twitter: 
@educationgovuk 

Like us on Facebook: 
facebook.com/educationgovuk 

http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/doc/open-government-licence/version/3/
mailto:psi@nationalarchives.gsi.gov.uk
http://www.education.gov.uk/contactus
http://www.gov.uk/government/publications
http://twitter.com/educationgovuk
http://www.facebook.com/educationgovuk
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